Distinguishing self from nonself and pathogenic from nonpathogenic is a fundamental challenge to the immune system but whether adaptive immune systems use pathogenspecific signatures to achieve this is largely unknown. By investigating the presentation of large sets of viruses and bacteria on MHC class I molecules, we analyze whether MHC-I molecules have a preference for pathogen-derived peptides. The fraction of potential MHC-I binders in different organisms can vary up to eight-fold. We find that this variation can be largely explained by G1C content differences of the organisms, which are reflected in amino acid frequencies. A significant majority of HLA-A, but not HLA-B, molecules has a preference for peptides derived from organisms with a low G1C content. Interestingly, a low G1C content seems to be a universal signature for pathogenicity. Finally, we find the same preferences in chimpanzee and rhesus macaque MHC-I molecules. These results demonstrate that despite the fast evolution of MHC-I alleles and their extreme polymorphism and diversity in peptide-binding preferences, MHC-I molecules can acquire a preference to exploit pathogen-specific signatures.
Introduction
MHC class I (MHC-I) presentation of peptides is crucial for the cytotoxic T-cell response. The process of MHC-I presentation involves the cytosolic degradation of proteins by the proteasome, translocation of peptides to the endoplasmatic reticulum by TAP, N-terminal trimming of peptides by aminopeptidases, binding of 8-11 amino acid long peptides to MHC-I molecules to form peptide-MHC-I complexes (pMHC) and pMHC-transport to and from the cell surface [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . T cells recognizing foreign pMHC will become activated and proliferate to seek and destroy other cells presenting the same pMHC. Thus, the presentation of pathogenderived peptides on MHC-I molecules is required to elicit an effective immune response. Self-and pathogen-derived peptides compete for presentation on the same MHC-I molecules. Given the enormous turnover of self-proteins (about 10 6 peptides are generated by the proteasome every second [6] ) and limited number of MHC-I molecules ($10 5 ), only a small fraction of all pathogen-derived peptides will be presented on the cell surface [7] . Another requirement for an effective immune response is that pathogen-derived pMHC are different from selfderived pMHC, since most self-reactive T-cells are tolerized during negative selection [8] . MHC-I molecules that prefer to bind pathogen-specific peptides will be able to fulfill these requirements best and provide a selective advantage. However, such a preference to enhance the MHC-I presentation of pathogen-specific peptides has thus far not been described. HLA molecules are encoded by the most polymorphic genes in the human population [9] [10] [11] , and the more polymorphic sites are located in the parts that encode the peptide-binding groove [10, 12] . As a result, different HLA molecules bind different peptides. Most HLA-A/B molecules use the second and ninth position of a peptide as binding anchors. At these anchor positions, the specificity is highest. For example, HLA-A Ã 0201 has a preference for peptides with a leucine at the second and valine at the ninth position, whereas HLA-B Ã 5101 preferably binds peptides with a proline and isoleucine at those positions, respectively.
In the last decade, large sets of peptide-MHC-I-binding affinities have been measured and made available via databases such as SYFPEITI [13] or IEDB [14] . These data enabled the elucidation of peptide-binding rules for specific MHC-I molecules and the development of MHC-I pathway predictors. These predictors have been successful in identifying new HIV-1 epitopes for specific MHC-I molecules [15] and are used to investigate the preferences of MHC-I molecules. For instance, MHC-I molecules have been reported to preferably present self-peptides containing nonsynonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms [16] . Also, human viruses have been reported to be presented less on HLA molecules as compared with nonhuman viruses [17] . Finally, we recently showed that HLA-A molecules share a preference for binding peptides derived from pathogens [18] ; however, none of the described studies has come up with a mechanism explaining the observed preferences of MHC-I molecules. Due to the diversity of peptide-binding preferences, such a mechanism is hard to find.
In the search for a mechanism explaining the observed shared MHC-I preferences, we investigated the MHC-I presentation of large sets of viral and bacterial proteomes. The predicted fraction of MHC-I-presented peptides in these proteomes was determined using predictors for the key processes of the MHC-I presentation pathway: proteasomal degradation, TAP translocation and MHC-I binding [15, [19] [20] [21] . We find that MHC-I molecules display a large variation in the predicted fraction of presented peptides for different proteomes, and that up to 95% of this variation can be explained by differences in the genomic G1C content. Most interestingly, a majority of HLA-A, but not HLA-B, molecules prefers to present the peptides from species with a low G1C content. Since pathogenicity is associated with a low G1C content [22] , these results suggest that HLA-A alleles have been selected to encode binding motifs that preferentially present pathogen-specific peptides. Analyzing experimentally verified epitopes, we confirm the preference of HLA-A molecules to present peptides enriched in amino acids encoded by a G1C low genome. Finally, we observe the same preference for low G1C contents in nonhuman primate MHC-I molecules. Taken together, we propose a novel feature of MHC class I presentation that provides a mechanism to explain how MHC-I enhances the presentation of pathogens.
Results

MHC class I molecules are responsive to differences in G1C content
Previously, we and others described that HLA molecules have preferences for peptides that are derived from pathogens [18] . To investigate the mechanisms behind these observations, we predicted for a large set of viruses (1223 nonredundant viral proteomes, see Materials and methods section) how well they are presented on different HLA class I molecules. We limited our analysis to HLA class I molecules for which two high-quality MHC-peptide-binding predictors were available, and therefore we had to exclude HLA-C molecules (explained in detail in Materials and methods section). The eleven HLA-A molecules and ten HLA-B molecules that fulfill the criteria are listed in Table 1 and are expressed in 88% and 52% of the Caucasian population, respectively. The fraction of presented peptides is the number of nonamer (9mer) peptides that is predicted to be presented on an HLA-A/B molecule relative to all 9mer in that virus (explained in detail in Materials and methods section). This fraction was predicted per virus and is a measure of how much a virus is preferably presented by an MHC-I molecule. The predicted fractions of presented peptides of viruses on HLA-A/B molecules vary greatly, up to 60-fold (results not shown). However, a large part of this variation is due to the small proteome of viruses: the variation within the 100 smallest viruses is 25-fold, whereas the variation within the largest 100 viruses is maximally eight-fold (Supporting Information Fig. S1 ). To circumvent this trivial source of variation, the analysis was repeated with bacterial species, which have larger proteomes than viruses. In a data set of 174 bacteria, the predicted fractions of presented peptides still vary largely, for some HLA molecules up to six-fold. For example, HLA-A Ã 0101 has a strong preference for Candidatus carsonella, but not for Anaeromyxobacter dehalogenans, with predicted fractions of presented peptides of 3.7% and 0.8%, respectively. A group of 15 bacteria, (containing among others Bacillus cereus that causes food poisoning and pneumonia) showed very high predicted fractions of presented peptides on most HLA molecules. Interestingly, this specific subset stands out by their low G1C contents, suggesting that part of the variation in predicted fractions of presented peptides is due to G1C contents. To test this hypothesis, the correlation between G1C content of a genome and its predicted fraction of presented peptides was examined. In Fig. 1 , we show this correlation for six representative HLA molecules, every dot shows the predicted fraction of presented peptides and the G1C content of a bacterium (all tested HLA molecules (n 5 21) are shown in Supporting Information Fig. S2 ). Clear G1C preferences can be observed, e.g. HLA-A Ã 1101 has a preference for bacteria with a low G1C content, these are presented almost four times better than bacteria with a high G1C content. Conversely, HLA-B Ã 0702 favors the presentation of bacteria with a high G1C content. To formalize these observations, an HLA molecule was termed G1C responsive if two requirements were fulfilled. First, a significant (Spearman rank test: po0.001) correlation between G1C content and the predicted fraction of presented peptides within the set of 174 bacteria should exist. Second, the absolute value of the correlation coefficient should be high, i.e. 40.7. HLA molecules that do not fulfill both requirements are called G1C neutral, whereas G1C-responsive HLA molecules are called G1C positive (correlation coefficient40.7) or G1C negative (correlation coefficientoÀ0.7). The majority of the HLA molecules studied here (14 out of 21) were G1C responsive: ten G1C negative and four G1C positive (Table 1 ). This result was consistent for different MHC-binding prediction methods, different parameter settings and was not dependent on proteasome-cleavage and TAP-transport predictions. A large determinant of peptide-binding preferences are the anchor positions; G1C preferences predicted using only these two positions overlap significantly with those determined using all positions (Spearman rank test: correlation coefficient 5 0.83, po.001).
To test whether the observed high fraction of G1C-responsive molecules was to be expected, random HLA molecules were made, by shuffling the binding motifs of original HLA molecules (see Materials and methods section), and checked for G1C responsiveness. The random HLA molecules had similar binding specificities as real HLA molecules, i.e. on anchor positions only few amino acids are permitted. However, since the permitted amino acids were randomly distributed over the 20 amino acids, there is no bias for specific (e.g. G1C informative) amino acids. Of the random HLA molecules, 66% were G1C responsive, which is not different from the observed ratio of G1C-responsive HLA molecules (14/21) (Permutation test: p 5 0.57). G1C-positive and G1C-negative molecules occur with equal frequency in the random-HLAmodel, 32.1% and 33.8%, respectively. On the contrary, the majority of real HLA-A molecules (nine out of eleven) are G1C negative (Table 1) , which compared with random HLA is significantly high (Permutation test: p 5 0.0017). Similarly, there is a significant under-representation (zero of eleven) of G1C-positive HLA-A molecules (Permutation test: p 5 0.014, see Table 1 ). The number of G1C-positive and G1C-negative HLA-B molecules is not significantly different from the random HLA model (Permutation test: p 5 0.41, see Table 1 ). Taken together, these results suggest that while most HLA molecules are G1C responsive, only HLA-A molecules have a strong preference to present the peptides derived from G1C low organisms.
Pathogens have a low G1C content and a different amino acid usage
Although G1C content is related to genome size and pathogenicity [22, 23] , causality between these three features remains elusive and it is unclear what selection pressures determine the G1C content of organisms. We tested whether in our bacterial and viral data set pathogenicity is related to G1C content, as this would provide an evolutionary explanation for the G1C low preference of HLA-A molecules. Here, we focus only on pathogens presented by the MHC-I pathway, i.e. viruses and intracellular bacteria (see Materials and methods section for the selection criteria). In our data sets, the G1C content of pathogenic intracellular bacteria and viruses is significantly lower than that of nonpathogenic bacteria (rank sums test: po0.01, see Fig. 2 ). Similarly, the G1C content of pathogenic intracellular bacteria and viruses is significantly lower than that of human coding sequences (rank sums test: po0.01, see Fig. 2 ). Thus, pathogens tend to have a low G1C content which may have been exploited by HLA class I molecules for enhanced presentation.
How can HLA class I molecules be G1C responsive? Because HLA molecules bind short protein fragments, this is only possible if differences in the genomic G1C content are reflected in differences at the proteomic level. G1C contents have been shown to bias amino acid usage in bacteria [24] . High G1C contents result in an increased frequency of the amino acids G, A, R and P, whereas low G1C contents result in an increased usage of F, I, N, K and Y [24] [25] [26] . This trend is also visible in our data set: in Fig. 3 , we show relative amino acid frequencies for all bacteria in our data set, sorted by their G1C content, the amino acids G, A, R and P are positively correlated and amino acids F, I, N, K and Y are negatively correlated to G1C content. Additionally, when clustering the amino acids on their frequencies in the bacteria, the G1C-positive and G1C-negative amino acids form separate clusters as their frequency profiles are highly distinct (highlighted in red and green in Fig. 3 ). Thus, genomic G1C content differences translate into proteomic differences, which can explain why HLA class I molecules have G1C preferences.
Next, to validate the predicted G1C preferences summarized in Table 1 , we analyzed the G1C-positive (GARP) and G1C- Figure 2 . Pathogenic organisms have a low G1C content. G1C contents of pathogenic intracellular bacteria, nonpathogenic bacteria, viruses and human coding sequences are shown. Pathogenic intracellular bacteria and viruses have lower G1C contents than nonpathogenic bacteria (rank sums-test; p 5 0.004 and po0.001, respectively) and human coding sequences (rank sums-test; p 5 0.006 and po0.001, respectively). The pathogenic groups, pathogenic intracellular bacteria and viruses, are not different from each other (rank sums test; p 5 0.60). The median (and average) G1C contents of pathogenic intracellular bacteria, nonpathogenic bacteria, viruses and human coding sequences are 40.8%(44.1%), 53.9%(53.4%), 43.3%(44.0%) and 49.5%(50.1%), respectively. The box-and-whisker-plot shows the median of the data set as a thick black line, the box is formed by the first and third quartile of the data set, the upper (or lower) whisker is the minimum (or maximum) of either the third quartile plus (or the first quartile minus) 1.5 times the interquartile range or the maximal (or minimal) value in the data set. Data points outside the plot are shown as boxes.
negative (FINKY) amino acid frequencies of experimentally verified HLA-A/B presented peptides. A database perfectly suited for this test is the SYFPEITHI database [13] that almost exclusively contains naturally occurring HLA ligands. The frequency of GARP and FINKY in the peptide set was determined for 16 HLA molecules that have at least ten presented peptides in SYFPEITHI. As expected, the G1C-negative HLA class I molecules (n 5 9) present peptides with a higher FINKY content than the G1C neutral (n 5 3) (rank sums test: p 5 0.013) and G1C-positive (n 5 4) (rank sums test: p 5 0.031) HLA class I molecules. Similarly, the peptides presented by the G1C-positive HLA molecules have a higher GARP content than the G1C neutral (rank sums test: p 5 0.034) and G1C-negative (rank sums test: p 5 0.021) HLA class I molecules. Taken together, these results, based on the naturally occurring experimentally verified MHC-I-presented peptides, confirm the predicted G1C preferences.
On the whole, a low G1C content is a property of organisms with a pathogenic lifestyle [22, 23] and differences in G1C content are reflected in amino acid usage [24] . These properties appear to have shaped the repertoire of binding motifs of the common present day HLA-A, but not HLA-B, molecules, to preferably present pathogen-derived peptides.
The shared G1C negativity of HLA-A molecules is not caused by a lack of diversity
The preferred presentation of pathogens provides a tantalizing explanation for the shared G1C negativity of HLA-A molecules. However, other hypotheses might also explain this observation. First of all, the G1C negativity of HLA-A can be due to a lack of diversity: if the common ancestor of all HLA-A alleles encoded a G1C-negative HLA-A molecule and divergence from this ancestor would be minimal, present day HLA-A molecules would still be G1C negative. If this were true, the diversity of HLA-A molecules would be expected to be much smaller than that of HLA-B molecules, which show large variations in their G1C preferences. The diversity among HLA molecules can be measured from the nucleotide sequences that encode these molecules, or from the protein sequences using standard sequence analysis techniques (see Methods section). Comparing the HLA-A and HLA-B molecules included in our analysis, we did not find a difference in the encoding nucleotide sequence variation (rank sums test: p 5 0.89). Also at the protein level, HLA-A molecules are as diverse as HLA-B (rank sums test: p 5 0.089). Even the most variable part of the HLA molecule, the peptide-binding sites (see Materials and methods section) did not show a difference in diversity between HLA-A and HLA-B molecules (rank sums test: p 5 0.24). Therefore, a lack of diversity does not explain the shared G1C negativity of HLA-A molecules: a similar amount of diversity can result in mixed G1C preferences in the case of HLA-B.
Second, a restrained structural flexibility of the HLA-A-binding groove might be the reason for G1C negativity. In other words, HLA-A molecules might have structurally similar binding grooves, despite diversity at the genomic and proteomic level. As a result, binding preferences would be similar and this could explain the shared G1C preference. A maximum likelihood phylogeny of all HLA-A alleles was constructed to test this scenario. The two HLA-A molecules that do not prefer G1C low organisms (i.e. A Ã 0201 and A Ã 3301) do not cluster together (Fig. 4, shown in black) , which suggests that G1C preferences Figure 3 . G1C content and amino acid frequencies correlate. All bacteria in our data set are sorted based on the G1C content, highest G1C contents on the right, lowest G1C contents on the left. Above the heat map, pathogenic bacteria are indicated red, nonpathogenic bacteria green and unknown bacteria white. Per amino acid (in rows) the relative frequency of that amino acid in each bacterial proteome (in columns) is plotted. The relative frequency is the amino acid frequency in a certain bacterium divided by the maximum of the frequencies of that amino acid in all bacteria. The colors in the heat map correspond to the relative frequency as shown in the upper right panel. Amino acids are clustered according to their frequency profiles, the G1C-negative amino acids F, I, N, K and Y (red) and the G1C-positive amino acids G, A, R and P (green) form separated clusters.
changed at least twice independently during HLA-A evolution. To further demonstrate the substantial structural flexibility of HLA-A-binding preferences during evolution, we display the binding motifs of the encoded HLA-A molecules in the maximum likelihood phylogeny in Fig. 4 . A binding motif, here presented as a sequence logo, shows per position which amino acids are preferred by an HLA molecule. For instance, HLA-A Ã 0101 prefers a peptide with Tyrosine (Y) at its ninth position, whereas HLA-A Ã 1101 prefers Lysine (K) at that position (Fig. 4) . These different binding preferences, however, result in a similar G1C-negative preference (Table 1) . Further, we performed an amino acid knockout analysis (see Materials and methods section) to see if shared binding preferences can explain G1C negativity. This analysis showed that no single amino acid preference can explain the shared G1C negativity of the HLA-A molecules (Supporting Information Fig. S3 ). Taken together, these results suggest that the binding preferences of HLA-A molecules are dynamic during evolution. Therefore, structurally restrained binding grooves do not offer an explanation for the shared G1C negativity.
G1C responsiveness of nonhuman MHC class I molecules
G1C negativity among HLA-A molecules is neither due to a lack of diversity, nor is it caused by constraints on G1C preferences during HLA evolution. Therefore, an evolutionary selection pressure to present peptides that are derived from pathogens provides the best explanation for the shared G1C negativity of HLA-A molecules. If the selection of G1C-negative MHC class I molecules, and thereby an enhanced presentation of pathogens, is an important aspect of MHC class I evolution, subsets of MHC molecules from other species would also be expected to have evolved G1C negativity. This hypothesis was tested by investigating the G1C preference of Chimpanzee MHC-I molecules (Patr molecules). Due to the similarity shared with the MHC region of humans, high-quality binding predictors are available for Patr molecules [27] .
The G1C preference of all Patr molecules was investigated using the bacteria data set. Similar to HLA molecules, a majority of Patr molecules, 26 of 47, was found to be G1C responsive (Supporting Information Table S1 ). Moreover, a majority of Patr-A molecules, i.e. 15 out of 18, are G1C negative (compared with random HLA molecules, permutation test: po0.001). Patr-B molecules, such as HLA-B molecules, show mixed G1C preferences and the fraction of G1C-negative Patr-B molecules is not significantly different from random HLA molecules (Permutation test: p 5 0.91). These results suggest that also in Chimpanzees there has been an evolutionary pressure to select and/or keep G1C-negative peptide-binding preferences in MHC molecules encoded by the A-locus.
Finally, the MHC-I G1C preferences of a more distant primate, the Rhesus Macaque, were investigated. Compared with the HLA locus, the Rhesus Macaque MHC-I (Mamu) locus is organized quite differently, i.e. the Mamu-A and -B genes are duplicated at least once and twice, respectively [28] . Possibly, as a result of these duplications, G1C preferences of Mamu molecules seem to be different: Mamu-B, but not Mamu-A, molecules are mostly G1C negative (Supporting Information Table S2 ). Unfortunately, because they are more distant from HLA molecules, for which the majority of peptide-binding data are available, Mamu-binding predictions are less accurate. This probably leads to an underestimate of the actual specificity and G1C preference: a significantly large set of Mamu molecules (23 of 40) are G1C neutral (compared with random HLA molecules, permutation test: p 5 0.002). Still, 11 out of 23 Mamu-B molecules are G1C negative (Permutation test: p 5 0.117), whereas none of them can be classified as G1C positive (Permutation test: po0.001). To conclude, in both humans and Chimpanzees, and to some extent in Rhesus Macaques, one MHC class I gene seems to be dedicated to present peptides derived from G1C low pathogens.
Discussion
It is well established that the innate immune system uses conserved microbial components for danger signaling and self/ nonself discrimination. A good example is the recognition of LPS by TLR-4 [29] . We here find that the adaptive immune system also uses a pathogen-specific signature, i.e. a low G1C content, to enhance the MHC-I presentation of pathogenic organisms. A significant majority of HLA-A molecules have G1C low preferences, despite a large variety in HLA-A-binding motifs. Chimpanzees and rhesus macaques also have a G1C-negative MHC class I locus, demonstrating that G1C preferences are an important factor in MHC class I evolution across species. In contrast to humans and chimpanzees, in rhesus macaques it is the B-locus instead of the A-locus that is G1C negative. Humans and rhesus macaques diverged approximately 27 Million years ago, whereas chimpanzees diverged only about 5.4 Million years ago from humans [30] . It will be interesting to know if the common ancestor of all Catarrhine primates had a G1C-negative A-or Blocus. This question could be addressed if more high-quality MHC-I predictors for gorilla, orangutan or gibbon were developed.
We previously observed that HLA-A, but not HLA-B molecules, favor the presentation of bacteria and viruses over self [18] . This observation can now be explained by differences in G1C content between self and pathogens (Fig. 2) and the shared G1C preferences of HLA-A molecules (Table 1) . HLA-B molecules lack a common G1C preference. Still, HLA-B molecules are as functional as their HLA-A counterparts in antigen presentation, and for some pathogens they are more frequently involved in dominant immune responses than HLA-A molecules [31] [32] [33] . If HLA-B molecules were important in the presentation of (G1C low) pathogens, one would expect them to also evolve a G1C-negative preference. However, we propose that one G1C-negative HLA locus (HLA-A) is sufficient to capture the general feature of G1C low pathogens. Consequently, the other HLA locus (HLA-B) can coevolve with specific pathogens. HLA-B, and not HLA-A, alleles have been reported to evolve via recombination: this might help fast adaptation to specific pathogens [10, 34, 35] . The higher polymorphism of HLA-B alleles (1605 HLA-B versus 1001 HLA-A alleles known in the HLA/IMGT-database in May 2010 [36] ), and the more rapid selection of new HLA molecules in the B-locus [10, 34, 35, 37] are in agreement with a fast adaptation of HLA-B to specific pathogens. Pathogen-specific evolution of HLA-B molecules might explain the observed immunodominance of HLA-B molecules in rapidly evolving pathogens such as HIV-1 [31] .
Although having a low G1C content is a general feature of pathogenic life [22] , several G1C-rich pathogens exist. These pathogens can be presented by G1C-positive HLA-B molecules. Furthermore, G1C-rich pathogens are enriched in unmethylated CpG-motifs that can be recognized by the immune system using TLR9 [38, 39] . G1C-positive HLA class I molecules and molecules like TLR9 could therefore complement the G1C-negative HLA-A molecules to cover a possible hole in the immune responses to G1C high pathogens.
Recently, Vider-Shalit et al. reported that human herpes viruses have fewer CTL epitopes than their nonhuman family members [17] . Vider-Shalit et al. analyzed different viruses by a presentation score called ''Size of Immune Repertoire (SIR) score'' that is claimed to express how well a sequence is presented by the human population. Since we here demonstrate that G1C content is of major influence on how well a pathogen is presented, we tested whether the SIR scores reported by ViderShalit et al. [17] correlate with the G1C content of different viruses. For 16 herpes viruses, we could determine the G1C content and a very good correlation with the reported SIR scores (Spearman rank test: correlation 5 À0.81; po0.001) was observed. Thus, differences in G1C content provide an alternative explanation for the reported SIR scores.
Although it was well established that a low G1C content is a general feature of pathogenic life, this is the first study, to the best of our knowledge, demonstrating that HLA molecules evolved to employ this pathogen-specific signature. This result contributes to understanding the nature of MHC-I presentation preferences and reveals an important aspect of MHC-I evolution: namely that a subset of MHC molecules has been selected to capture a general feature of pathogenic life, a low G1C content.
Materials and methods
Genomics, proteomics and pathogenicity data
The fractions of presented peptides of the human proteome, 300 bacterial proteomes and 2165 viral proteomes were analyzed. All proteomes and genomes were downloaded via http://www. ebi.ac.uk, the human proteome and genome in May 2008, the bacterial and viral proteomes and genomes in October 2008. Only the human proteins with evidence at the protein or transcript level were included in this study. G1C contents were calculated from the genomic data sets. The number of bacterial proteomes was reduced to 174 by randomly picking one strain per species. Viral proteomes with a similarity higher than 80% were considered to be redundant and were excluded, resulting in a selection of 1223 nonredundant viral proteomes.
The 174 bacteria were sorted into three groups based on pathogenicity, i.e. ''pathogenic'', ''nonpathogenic'' and ''unknown''. Pathogenicity data were derived from the NCBI prokaryotic genome project table (attributes ''Pathogenic in:'' and ''Habitat'', http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/lproks.cgi). Bacteria were defined ''pathogenic'' if they are pathogenic to humans. Bacteria were defined ''nonpathogenic'' if they are not pathogenic to plants or animals. To be confident on the nonpathogenic bacteria, bacteria with a known pathogen in their genus or host-associated habitat were excluded from the nonpathogenic group and defined as ''unknown''. Following these criteria, 53 bacteria were defined as ''pathogenic'', 48 bacteria were defined as ''nonpathogenic'' and 73 bacteria were defined as ''unknown''. In total, 16 Intracellular pathogenic bacteria (used in Fig. 2) were selected from the pathogenic group based on the organism description in the NCBI genome project. All 174 bacteria and their classification are listed in Supporting Information Table S3 .
MHC-I presentation predictions
The epitopes present in a protein or proteome can be predicted by using tools for the three key processes of MHC-I presentation.
Since this study focuses on differences between MHC molecules, the most crucial predictions are for MHC-peptide-binding affinities. Based on the benchmark study of Peters et al. [19, 20] , we used the best-performing MHC-binding predictor, NetMHC-3.0 [40, 41] , which is an allele-specific neural networkbased predictor trained with large sets of experimental peptide-MHC-binding data. All binding predictions were checked for consistency by an alternative method, a Scoring Matrix Method (SMM)-based MHC-binding prediction tool [42] . Unless mentioned otherwise, we obtained similar results with both methods.
Once the peptide-MHC predictions are made, one needs to define a threshold that separates predicted binders from nonbinders. Recently, the choice of thresholds has been discussed extensively [43] . One possibility is to assume a fixed threshold holds for all MHC molecules, e.g. 500nM or 5000 nM [40, 41] . Alternatively, an MHC-specific threshold can be used if one assumes that all MHC molecules present the same number of peptides, e.g. 2% of a proteome. In order to check for consistency of our results, we chose to use both the fixed thresholds of 500 nM and 5000 nM and an MHC-specific threshold defined as the threshold that corresponds to the top 2% of predicted peptides from the human proteome. Results presented in the text were derived using a 500 nM threshold, and they are similar for all thresholds, unless mentioned otherwise.
For Chimpanzee and Mamu, we used MHC-I-binding predictions from NetMHCpan-2.0 [27, 44] , a neural network-based predictor that uses MHC-I-binding groove polymorphisms to predict peptide-MHC-binding affinities. Unfortunately, no alternative predictors for these nonhuman primate MHC-I molecules are available. Consistency of the predictions was checked only for the fixed MHC-binding thresholds 500nM and 5000 nM, and the results were similar unless mentioned otherwise.
Processing of the peptides, proteasomal degradation and TAP transport, was predicted by NetChop Cterm3.0 [45, 46] . To test whether the results depend on the peptide-processing predictions, the analysis was repeated without peptide processing. In no case, did this affect the reported results. Finally, the ''fraction of presented peptides'' is defined as the number of peptides predicted to be presented, divided by the number of all possible 9mer in the protein or proteome.
MHC-I allele selection
NetMHC-3.0 provides neural network predictors for 43 HLA molecules, covering 28 HLA serotypes [40, 41] . To obtain a nonredundant HLA set we chose to use only the most frequent molecule per serotype (e.g. A Ã 0201 is chosen to represent the A2 serotype and B Ã 2705 for the B27 serotype). To be able to check for consistency of our predictions, we excluded those HLA molecules for which SMM predictions [42] were not available. Moreover, HLA molecules where the predictions of both methods were inconsistent (Spearman rank test: correlation o0.7 or p40.001) were excluded. This resulted in the selection of eleven HLA-A and ten HLA-B molecules (Table 1) . HLA-C molecules were not included in this study as NetMHC-3.0 does not provide neural network predictors for these molecules and NetMHCpan-2.0 is reported to be poor for HLA-C molecules [27] .
NetMHCpan-2.0 provides predictors for 70 Patr molecules and 72 Mamu molecules [27] . Again, to obtain a nonredundant HLA set, we used only unique 2-digit molecules, resulting in the selection of 47 Patr molecules (Supporting Information Table S1 ) and 57 Mamu molecules. NetMHCpan-2.0 predictors are based on similarity to well-characterized MHC-I molecules with large peptide-binding data sets. Consequently, the pMHC-binding affinity for MHC molecules more distant to the training set, e.g. Mamu molecules, is underestimated [27] . To prevent using these low-quality predictors, we excluded Mamu predictors that predicted zero binders in any of the 174 bacteria below a 500 nM threshold. The final set included 40 Mamu molecules (Supporting Information Table S2 ).
Random HLA model
Predictors for random HLA molecules were generated using SMM-matrices [42] . An SMM matrix consists of nine position vectors corresponding to the nine positions of a 9mer. Every position vector consists of likelihood estimates for 20 amino acids. Random HLA molecules were made by combining position vectors from nine different randomly chosen HLA molecules, from the HLA-A/B set described above and in Table 1 . Subsequent randomization of the amino acid binding-values, e.g. Lysine gets the preference of Arginine, ensured random amino acid preferences. Importantly, because position vectors in the random HLA molecules maintain their original positions, general HLA characteristics, such as having two anchor positions, are preserved in the random HLA molecules.
HLA phylogeny and distances
Genomic and protein sequences of HLA molecules were downloaded from the IMGT/HLA database [36] in January 2009. Multiple sequence alignments were made using ClustalW. Using the dnadist program from the Phylip-3.68 package, pairwise distances were calculated using the Jukes-Cantor distance measure. A maximum likelihood tree was estimated, also on the genomic sequences, by RAxML_HPC version 7.0.4 [47] using the GTRMIX model and bootstrap support from 200 replicates (Fig. 4) . MHC-binding motifs complementing the phylogeny are obtained from the MHC motif viewer website, www.cbs.dtu.dk/ biotools/MHCMotifViewer/ [48] . Pairwise distances of protein sequences were calculated using the Dayhoff PAM matrix measure in the protdist program provided by the Phylip-3.68 package. HLA peptide-binding sites are defined as amino acids within maximally 5 Å of the binding peptide in known pMHC structures [44] . A list of all peptide-binding sites is provided in Supporting Information Table S4 .
Amino acid knockout analysis
The contribution of single amino acids on the G1C responsiveness of HLA molecules was tested by setting the binding preference of a specific amino acid to 0.0 in the SMM matrix [42] in each of the nine position vectors. These revised SMM were used to predict fractions of presented peptides and assess G1C responsiveness on the bacteria set. We refer to this analysis as an amino acid knockout analysis.
